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G A R D E N  C I T Y  M I D D L E  S C H O O L  N E W S  

                                                                                                        June 2003 

 
 
Principal’s Message 
 
Change is the law of life.  And those who look only to the past or 
the present are certain to miss the future.  – John F. Kennedy  
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
I trust this newsletter finds you and your family well.  
 
Even though time seems to fly by even more quickly as I grow older, I 
am still surprised at how quickly this current school year has passed.   
At the start of the school year, we acknowledged the tradition of 
success at our middle school.  Recognizing the great privilege and 
responsibility of this tradition, we have undertaken a restructuring 
program to better ensure the success of all children and that our 
school’s finest days lie ahead.   
 
This past year has not only been a time of planning for the future, but 
it has also been a time of focused change.  We have already 
implemented several new programs and enhanced existing ones.   
 
Affirming that restructuring is a process and NOT a destination, we 
are proud of our accomplishments this past school year.  This year 
we introduced:   
 

 Interim Report Cards to Parents (Doubled the Number of 
Report Cards Mailed Home) 

 Introduced the BRAVE Program (LIJ-North Shore Mental 
Health Alliance’s Bully Reduction Ant-Violence Program) 

 Homework on the Web 
 Enhanced School Web Page with Daily Updates 
(Guidance Department Section, forms, athletic schedules, 
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club meetings, extra help schedule, library page, daily 
announcements) 

 Social Skills Group  
 Increased number of school parties 
 Intervention Report to Principal (Failing Students) – 
Increased Teacher Accountability 

 Expansion of Homework Assistance Program 
 Uniform Department Grading Policies 
 Reduced Weight of Final Exams 
 Using Exams as Learning Instruments (return of exam 
papers) 

 InterGrade Pro (Computerization of Grading) 
 Peer Mediation Training (Grade 6) and Peer Leadership 
(Grade 7) 

 Theme of Shared Responsibility (Daily Reflective 
Quotation, National Anthem, Pledge of Allegiance)  

 Enhanced Security (Front Desk Greeter, Before School 
Supervision of Entrances, After School Hallway Patrol) 

 Homework Volume Limitations 
 Enhanced Project Adventure Program and Equipment 
 Reduced Weight of Book Bags  
 Review of Athletics – congruent with Middle Level 
Philosophy 

   
For next year, our comprehensive restructuring plan goes further into 
effect.  Some highlights include: 
 

• Seventh and Eighth Grade Teams (English, Math, Social 
Studies and Science) with built-in Daily Team Meeting Period 

• Special Educators Assigned to Every Team   
• Support Classes (English, Math, Social Studies, Science, and 

World Languages)  
• Health Class in all Grades 
• New Earth Science Laboratory – alternate day class  
• Comprehensive Elective Program – New courses include: 

o Advanced Computer Applications 
o Challenge Equivalent (English/Social Studies)  
o Classroom Creature Culture: From Algae to Anoles and 

Beyond 
o Creative Writing 
o Current Events 
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o Exploring Pseudoscience and the Supernatural 
o Films and Theatre 
o Journalism 
o Latin 8 
o Math Research (Before School) 
o Mystery Fiction in Print and Film 
o Real Life Application of Mathematics 
o Science Research (Before School) 
o Speech and Debate 
o Survivor Study Skills 
o Web Page Design 

 
• Physical Education Options for Grade Eight 

o Fitness & Wellness, Project Adventure, and Dance 
•  “Write Source” English Curriculum 
       (District Initiative: Grades 5 – 12) 
• Elimination of Tracking (assigned “honors” classes) for 

Accelerated (high school credit) Math and Science Classes 
• Heterogeneous Classes in English and Social Studies – 

ensuring a first class education for all children 
• New Earth Science Laboratory (alternate-day class)  

 
Our teachers have been hard at work with extensive training on a 
wide variety of topics.  These include: best practice instruction, 
meeting the needs of students in a heterogeneous classroom, our 
new English “Write Source” (District Initiative for Grades five through 
twelve) program, best teaming practices, and many other workshops 
on a wide variety of educational topics.   
 
Our efforts at self-reflection and improvement will continue in the 
years to come.  Next year, we will begin the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and Schools accreditation process.  This is a 
multi-year commitment by our middle school to ensure that our 
programs meet with the highest academic rigor, and the social-
emotional needs of children.   We embrace this challenge.   
 
Also, new for next year, we will establish a Friday Evening Recreation 
Program which we anticipate will operate November through 
February, and we will enhance our after-school socialization program.   
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To further bring our athletic program into congruence with middle 
level philosophy, we hope to expand the number of football and 
lacrosse teams, and establish a Boys’ Volleyball team. This will allow 
less (presently) developed athletes to have more playing time without 
reducing the playing time of stronger athletes.   
 
We will eliminate artificial barriers and expand the science and math 
research (before-school) program.   Every student who has an 
interest in learning research will now have this opportunity.   
 
As I reflect on all that we have accomplished this past year, and the 
plan we have established for the future, I feel very proud of our 
wonderful faculty, students and parents.    By working together we will 
build on Garden City’s extraordinary tradition of success and ensure 
that our school’s brightest days lie ahead. 
 
Have a wonderful summer! 
 
Best wishes, 
Peter Osroff 
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Update: 
 
Please continue to check our improved Home on the Web: 
http://middleschool.gardencity.k12.ny.us/ 
 
Student – Faculty Volleyball Game 

As a benefit event to raise funds for the Leukemia and Lymphoma 
Society, over thirty middle school staff members (Garden City Spikers) 
participated in the Student – Faculty Volleyball Game the evening of 
May 13th.  The students, represented by the 7th grade Girls Volleyball 
Team, looked kindly on the old timers and settled for a 3 – 3 tie.   

Middle School Calendar: 

Again, please remember that our monthly calendar is available every 
month on our Web page even if there is no newsletter for that month. 

Final Exams: 

As noted in my prior newsletter, effective this school year, in grades 7 
and 8, no one exam may count for more than 10% of a student’s final 
report card grade.   While cumulative exams help prepare students for 
later high-stake exams (proficiency exams, regent exams), a 10% 
maximum provides a sufficient motivational incentive for preparatory 
study.   Specific grading weights for each department may be found on 
our Web site.   

Six grade students do not receive a “final grade” for the year.  Each 
quarter is an independent entity and quarters are not averaged together 
for a final grade.   Therefore, for grade sixth only, final exams will have a 
maximum weight of two regular exams.  Again, this is sufficient 
motivation for student motivation purposes without placing unhealthy 
pressure on our kids.   

Prior practice in sixth grade counted the final exam for over thirty-three 
percent of the final quarter’s grade.  In other words, a student with a 
fourth quarter average of over 80 could still fail the final quarter if he/she 
fails just one (final) exam.    

This is not educationally sound practice for sixth grade children.  
Younger students should be graded on their level of achievement over 
180 school days rather than on how well they do on just one exam.   
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LUXURY DINING FOR FRENCH 8: 
 
Mr. Strauzer’s and Mr. Comiskey’s French 8 classes dined in luxury 
at LaMarmite, on May 29, 2003.   
 
This educational field trip was a culminating activity to the Food/Meal 
Taking Unit as set forth in NYS World Languages Learning Standards 
for Checkpoint A. 
 
Students feasted on Duck Pate, Salad, either Coq Au Vin or Pasta.   
Dessert was by far the highlight of this gastronomic afternoon.  
Students were given generous portions of Mousse au Chocolat, Tarte 
des Fruits, et Gateau Saint-Honore. 
 
A wonderful time was had by all. 
 
STUDENT ART EXHIBIT: 
 
The Fine Art Department has worked together to organize a district 
wide art show for June.  Art work from all ages was on display 
throughout the halls of the High School.  The Middle School artwork 
included pieces inspired by the Impressionist, Post Impressionist and 
Fauve art movements as well as many clay sculptures.  This was a 
wonderful opportunity for teachers, students, students, and members 
of our community to view the beautiful art our students create! 
 
P.A.W.S. CONTEST: 
 
The P. A.W.S. organization routinely visits our health classes to 
discuss kind treatment of animals and sponsor various contests 
throughout the year.  This year Erin McLaughlin won an award in the 
P.A.W.S. (Pets Are Worth Saving) contest.  She received an award 
on June 10th at Astoria Federal in Syosset.  She is a 6th grader in Mr. 
Ettinger’s health class. 
 
EIGHTH GRADER WINS ITALIAN CULTURE AWARD: 
 
Richard Gustavson, a student in Mrs. Sorace’s Italian class will be 
receiving a certificate and a monetary award from the Society for 
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Italian Culture of Long Island on June 17, 2003, at a special 
ceremony.  He achieved the highest average in Italian! 
 
BOOK PRESENTATION TO EIGHTH GRADE: 
 
At the end of April, Ruth Minsky Sender came to school to discuss 
her experiences living through the Holocaust.  Her memoir, The 
Cage, was read by a majority of the eighth grade classes, and the 
students were deeply affected by her presentation. They requested 
that she return again next year.  
 
 
MATH OLYMPIAD CONTESTS: 
 
Seventy students from Garden City Middle School were among the 
nearly 135,000 students worldwide to participate this year in the Math 
Olympiad program.  Under the direction of Mrs. Heid and Mrs. 
Orrego, they participated in a series of five monthly contests of five 
problems each, from November to March. 
 
The students responded well and were recognized with certificates 
for their participation.  Sixty of the Olympians won awards for 
excellence as highlighted below: 
 

• Alison Heuser received a trophy for high scorer.  She scored 25 
out of a possible 25.   This perfect score also earned her the 
prestigious Dr. George Lechner Medallion.  It was awarded to 
only about 25 students. 

• Gold pins are awarded to those in at least the 98th percentile 
(top 2%).  The following students were recipients of gold pins:  
Allison Heuser (25); Mark Birkenstock (22); Kevin Lawkins (22). 

• Silver pins are awarded to those in the 90th to 97th percentile.  
The following students were recipients of silver pins:  Erin 
Donnelly (21); Michael Strandberg (21); Reiko Aihara (20); 
Joseph LaCorte (20); Raymond Hugel (19); Sarah D’Antonio 
(18); Michael Marconi (18); Brandon Saldana (18). 

• Embroidered felt patches are awarded to those in the top 50th 
percentile. 

• The team itself was named to National Math Olympiad Honor 
Roll. A team must be in the 90th percentile or better to win this 
plaque. 
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The Math Olympiads serves about 4,000 teams and 200,000 
students nationally and about 1,800 teams and 35,000 students in 32 
other countries.  Since 1979, it has provided challenging, thought-
provoking problems that stretch the abilities of students in grades 4 to 
8 and has required them to know their mathematics well.  Our GCMS 
students have responded to the challenge with eagerness and 
enthusiasm.  Congratulations to all! 
 
NEXT YEAR’S PLANNER COVER DESIGNS: 
 
Each year all the 7th graders get the opportunity in their art classes to 
design the front and back of their daily planner agenda for the 
following school year.  For the 2002-2003 planner, Kyle Kufs painting 
of the Middle School done in red, white and blue was the chosen 
design for the front cover and Carolyn Gearns design of children 
joining hands around the world painted in our school colors, maroon 
and grey was the winner for the back cover.  Congratulations to them 
both and we enjoyed your beautiful artwork throughout the school 
year.  
 
For next year, the 2003-2004 school planner winning design was 
painted by artist Lauren Williams.  She designed a magnificent 
Garden City Trojan, painted in maroon and grey, holding Garden City 
in his hands.  The back cover has two chosen winners –  
David Brown and Kali Blanco.  David’s design is the Middle School 
sandwiched between a hamburger bun and Kali’s design is of many 
students standing in formation to spell out G.C.M.S. 
 
Congratulations to our winners and we look forward to the upcoming 
new school planner which displays our students’ artwork so 
beautifully! 
 
THE JOY OF PRINTMAKING: 
 
On May 15, 2003, seventy-five 7th graders visited the Nassau County 
Art Museum as part of their art curriculum.  The children broke up into 
three groups lead by a museum educator and off they went to see the 
special exhibit on PRINTMAKING, featuring some of Andy Warhol’s 
silkscreens and various artist’s lithographs and woodcuts.  Each 
technique was explained beforehand in class and the lecturer went 
over it again in the museum.  Here is a quick review for everyone (in 
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case you have a lithograph hanging on your wall, and you don’t know 
it!) 
 
LITHOGRAPHY – This was invented in 1798 by Aloys Senefelder, 
and is one of the most direct printmaking mediums.  Images are 
executed on a flat surface in much the same manner as watercolors 
or drawings on paper.  It is based on the resistance between grease 
and water.  The artist utilizes greasy substances to create an image 
on a stone or plate.  Then, a chemical mixture is applied across the 
composition in order to securely bond the greasy drawn image to the 
surface.  Oily printer’s ink is applied with a roller and only sticks to the 
greasy drawn sections.  Paper is then placed on the stone and run 
through a printing press to transfer the image. 
 
SILKSCREEN – Screen printing is a form of stenciling, a common 
procedure used to apply words or images to paper and other 
materials, including signs.  Mesh (originally silk) is stretched tautly 
across a frame.  An image is glued or affixed onto the mesh to mask 
out compositional areas.  This image can be created from a variety of 
materials:  cut paper, a hardening form of glue or a special gelatin. 
Paper is then placed directly beneath the screen and a tool with a flat 
rubber edge, called a squeegee, is used to push ink through the 
mesh.  Areas masked out by compositional shapes obstruct the ink, 
reading as white shapes after printing.  When more than one color is 
needed, separate screens are used for each color.  Andy Warhol’s 
Campbell’s Soup Can was a silkscreen print. 
 
WOODCUT – The making of a woodcut is a straightforward process.  
An artist sketches a composition on a plank of wood and then, using 
gouges, chisels, and knives, buts away pieces from the block.   Ink is 
applied to the surface of the block with a roller.  Paper is placed over 
the block, which is then run through a press.  Woodcuts can also be 
printed by hand, using a spoon or similar instrument to rub the back 
of the paper and transfer the image from the wood.  The recessed, 
cutaway areas do not receive ink and appear white on the printed 
image. 
 
The youngsters learned a lot about printmaking from the beautiful day 
they had at the Nassau County Art Museum and tried woodcut 
printmaking in some of their classes using an old fashioned printing 
press.  Toulouse Lautrec, Andy Warhol and Edvard Munch would be 
PROUD of their work! 
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Summer is a great time to try something different.   If you have some 
spare time, why not enter the world of PRINTMAKING.  It’s great fun 
and can be very rewarding!  
 
SIXTH GRADE LANGUAGE SURVEY PROGRAM: 
 
The sixth grade Language Survey program in the Garden City Middle 
School serves as an introduction to five languages (German, Latin, 
Italian, French, and Spanish) which are taught in the district.  In each 
language, students learn to talk about themselves and their family, to 
describe the weather and, among other things, to identify items found 
in their classroom.  They also become familiar with customs, 
holidays, and ways in which people of other cultures live. 
 
One of the more enjoyable aspects of learning about a new language 
and culture is discovering its cuisine.  During their study of the French 
language, Dr. Hecker’s thirteenth period Language Survey students 
had the unique opportunity to see how quiche lorraine (an egg, 
cheese, and bacon pie) is made, and, better yet, to savor the results!  
The class was invited to Mrs. Connie Beovich’s Home & Careers 
room to listen to her explain the nutritional value of the the ingredients 
used in the dish.  Then they watched as she measured each item, 
explaining that the French are less exact in their recipes than 
Americans (a “Pinch” of salt en France might mean an eighth of a 
teaspoon ici.)  After the ingredients were mixed, she poured them into 
a crust and placed the quiche in the oven to bake.  The results were 
magnifique! 
 
EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS VISIT BLUE TEQUILA 
RESTAURANT: 
 
On April 8th  and 9th, eighth grade students in Mrs. Porter’s, Mr. 
Strauzer’s,  Mrs. Caruthers’, and Mrs. Mochwart’s Spanish classes at 
Garden City Middle School spent an enjoyable afternoon at Blue 
Tequila Restaurant in Westbury. 
 
The students, teachers, and chaperones dined on quesadillas, tacos, 
frijoles y helado and practiced their Spanish with the waiters.  After 
the meal, the students played loteria which is vocabulary bingo and 
were awarded mini-piñatas, amigo pens, and ten dollar gift 
certificates to Blue Tequila.  All those involved in this trip agreed that 
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it was one of the best field trips that they had ever taken.  It was both 
educational and fun. 
 
The trip to Blue Tequila was part of the students’ three week long 
study of food.  During this time, students learned about Spanish and 
Mexican foods as well as the Spanish words for many different 
American foods.  After this trip, the students designed and wrote their 
own menus.  They also wrote and performed in original restaurant 
skits in Spanish. 
 
LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER: 
 
The Middle School’s Library Media Center was recently recognized 
as an Electronic Doorway Library by the Board of Regents, the New 
York State Education Department, and the New York State Library. 
 
The criteria for Electronic Doorway designation are described in the 
third statewide library technology plan, Doorways to Information in the 
21st Century:  Every New York Library an Electronic Doorway Library.  
An Electronic Doorway Library uses computers and 
telecommunications technology, a full range of library resources and 
the services of skilled library personnel to go beyond the Library’s 
walls to obtain information and resources and to provide new ways of 
assembling, evaluating, and using information. 
 
A certificate signed by the State Librarian and the commissioner of 
Education will be framed and hung in the Library Media Center.  Also, 
a decal identifying the Library Media Center as an Electronic 
Doorway Library was placed on the window of the LMC’s main door. 
 
6TH GRADE TRIP TO CAUMSETT STATE PARK IN HUNTINGTON: 
 
The Shea, Trousdell, Olsen Cluster from the Garden City Middle 
School recently took its third annual field trip to Caumsett State Park 
in Lloyd Harbor, Huntington.  The trip afforded children the unique 
opportunity to directly relate classroom learning in science and 
language arts with hands-on experiences at the park. 
 
Students directly interacted with the environment.  From shelter- 
building, survival skills, and orienteering related to the reading of the 
language arts novel, Hatchet, to seashore and woodland ecology 
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related to the science curriculum, it was a wonderful, educational 
experience and a most memorable day for everyone. 
 
THERE OUGHT TO BE A LAW CONTEST: 
 
Once again our 6th grade students participated in “There Ought to be 
a Law” contest.  Each year Senator Hannon’s office organizes the 
event. 
 
This year, Erin McLaughlin, a student in Mrs. Shea’s class, won.  Her 
idea involved installing breathalyzers in cars.  The breathalyzer would 
be connected to the ignition.  If the driver failed the test the car would 
not be able to start. 
 
We congratulate Erin on her win and to all the students who 
participated in the contest. 
 
CRADLE OF AVIATION TRIP: 
 
On a recent rip to the Cradle of Aviation, students in the Lee, 
Corcoran, Orrego, Tersigni Cluster traced the evolution of flight.  The 
students looked at plane structure in comparison to air resistance.  
After viewing an Imax presentation, Cradle of Aviation guide, Mr. Bert 
Pettit, helped to point out the structural and historical perspectives to 
the group. 
 
LAB STUDENTS STUDY DENSITY: 
 
Lab students in Mr. Czachor’s and Mrs. Lee’s class participated in a 
special experiment during their unit on density.  Student teacher, Lisa 
Ruggiero, from Molloy College, explained the difference between 
mass, weight and density by massing different liquid substances.  By 
adding sodium chloride to water the density of the liquid changed. 
 
WILLIAMS-SONOMA, INC. AWARDS PRIZE TO 6TH GRADE 
STUDENT: 
  
Dr. Michele Natali’s students were given an assignment to check 
consumer labels and find mistakes.  They then wrote to the 
companies explaining their findings.  Student Will Neuberger 
discovered an error in the abbreviation of milliliters.  The correct 
abbreviation is mL instead of ML.  The company thanked him by 
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sending some items to make a Key Lime Pie.  - pie pan, 2 spatulas 
and a bottle of Key Lime. 
 
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL EDUCATIONAL CENTER: 
 
The Shea, Trousdell, Olsen Cluster recently took their annual field trip 
to the 
Holocaust Memorial Educational Center.  The trip served as a 
culminating activity to the team’s recent study of the novel Friedrich, 
and a prelude to the social studies unit on World War II.  Students 
had the rare opportunity to meet with a Holocaust survivor in addition 
to receiving a guided tour of the museum.  This interesting and 
informative field trip was an invaluable learning experience for those 
who attended. 
 
SPANISH TV PROGRAMS AT GARDEN CITY MIDDLE SCHOOL: 
 
On February 4 and February 6, the eighth grade language students in 
Mrs. Porter’s classes performed in T.V. shows in the Spanish 
language.  They spent two weeks working in groups of one to six 
students writing the scripts for their shows, and two weeks rehearsing 
their parts. 
 
On the day of the performance, students dressed in costumes, 
brought in props and played the theme music to their shows.  All of 
the shows were video-taped, and Mrs. Porter made up a T.V. guide in 
Spanish for her classes This guide featured each of the shows and 
the character that each student portrayed.  Some of the shows 
performed were:  American Idol 2, Survivor Turkey, Saved by the 
Bell, ER, Seinfeld, News12, Saturday Night Live, Teacher Jeopardy 
and Weekend Update, MTV Cribs, Sports Central, That 70’s Show, 
The Simpsons, and several cooking shows. 
 
All of the students did an outstanding presentation and they enjoyed 
watching their classmates perform.  This was an excellent opportunity 
for the students to practice their listening comprehension, speaking, 
reading, and writing skills in Spanish. 
 
THE GARDEN CITY MIDDLE SCHOOL RADIO PLAYERS: 

Several sixth grade students had a wonderful opportunity creating radio 
dramas through an exciting program called The National Audio Theater 
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Festivals. Our “Radio Players” created two recorded dramas, “Robin in 
the Rain,” and “Where to Go On Vacation,” which will be placed on our 
school’s web page so anyone in the world may hear them on the 
Internet.   

The cast included:  Saira Amjed, Carly Biancaniello, Michael 
Cavanaugh, Sean Cerise, Wiliam Chen, Jessica Cosme, Erin Donnelly, 
Matt Fitzsimmons, Abigail Hepworth, Jackie Johnson, Jessica Lam, 
Kevin Lawkins, Sarah Leone, Colleen Logan, Alex Malkevitch, Michael 
Maarconi, Merrick McQuilling, William Obilisundar, Neil Patel, Victoria 
Pietrzak, Michael Shulman, Chelsea Tobias, Olivia Tobias, Anthony 
Truzzolino, Alison Warren 

SOLVING A CRIME: 

Mrs. Gries’ science class solved a CSI whodunit.  They arrived to class 
and found a crime scene complete with body outline, clues and yellow 
tape blocking their entrance.   They were asked to assess the scene 
and gather evidence in order to solve the mystery.  They were given a 
list of suspects with some information about each.  Using a simulated 
blood typing kit, they determined the blood type of all the suspects.  
They then gathered samples from the room that appeared to be blood 
and, using microscopes, determined that some samples had solid 
particles in it similar to blood.  They typed and crossed blood samples 
and determined that Alfredo Fettucini was the murderer!  This lab was 
the culminating activity for a unit on the Circulatory System.  The 
students have developed their critical thinking problem solving skills 
through hands on labs like this one throughout the past  three years.  
They took into account things like cross contamination and re-checking 
results as they completed their detective work.  All the students enjoyed 
solving the crime! 

 

 


